CoTalent Workshop, 11-15 June 2018
The CoTalent Workshop is an intensive program where students and teachers co-create products to
support teachers in stimulating talented students. In the week-long program, 12 teachers and 12
students from the eight CoTalent partner institutions representing six countries, come together to
learn about talent development and honors pedagogies. They will use this week to co-create and test
products that will help teachers around Europe to stimulate talent development.
What we will do
The workshop is part of the EU-funded CoTalent project, in which teachers and talented students
from six European countries work together to learn and collaborate on different themes related to
talent development. During the week, we work on the following:
1. The first draft of the MeTalent Mirror (an instrument for teachers to self-evaluate their views
towards talent development) will be used, discussed and further developed with the participants.
2. The first draft of the YouTalent Spotter (an instrument to spot talented students) will be used,
discussed and further developed with the participants.
3. Participants will be trained in the three pillars of honors pedagogies: creating community,
engendering academic competences and offering freedom.
4. Participants will be trained in how to interview and to create minimovies for the e-library which is
part of the CoTalent project and which will be presented at www.cotalentwizard.eu.
Participants
The participating students and teachers will represent a diversity of backgrounds, coming from
different countries and from various schools and faculties. The CoTalent Workshop is held from
Monday 11 June – Friday 15 June 2018 at Hanze UAS in Groningen, the Netherlands. We start
Monday at 11.00 and end Friday at 15.00.
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